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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textbf{Introduction}: Emergency Medical Services (EMS) clinicians commonly encounter patients with acute pain. A new set of evidence-based guidelines (EBG) was developed to assist in the prehospital management of pain. Our objective was to describe the methods used to develop these evidence-based guidelines for prehospital pain management.

\textbf{Methods}: The EBG development process was supported by a previous systematic review conducted by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) covering nine different population, intervention, comparison, and outcome (PICO) questions. A technical expert panel (TEP) was formed and added an additional pediatric-specific PICO question. Identified evidence was evaluated using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) framework and tabulated into Summary of Findings tables. The TEP then utilized a rigorous systematic method, including the PanelVoice function, for recommendation development which was applied to generate Evidence to Decision Tables (EtD). This process involved review of the Summary of Findings tables, asynchronous member judging, and facilitated panel discussion to generate final consensus-based recommendations.

\textbf{Results}: The work product described above was completed by the TEP panel from September 2020 to April 2021. For these recommendations, the overall certainty of evidence was very low or low, data for decisions on cost effectiveness and equity were lacking, and feasibility was rated well across all categories. Based on the evidence, one strong and seven conditional recommendations were made, with two PICO questions lacking sufficient evidence to generate a recommendation.

\textbf{Conclusion}: We describe a protocol that leveraged established EBG development techniques, the GRADE framework in conjunction with a previous AHRQ systematic review to develop treatment recommendations for prehospital pain management. This process allowed for mitigation of many confounders due to the use of virtual and electronic communication. Our approach may inform future guideline development and increase transparency in the prehospital recommendations development processes.

\textbf{Introduction}

The presentation of pain in the prehospital setting is documented and treated inconsistently in the United States, necessitating development of up-to-date and evidence-based clinical guidelines (1). Pain can be due to a myriad of conditions, including traumatic injuries or underlying illness (2), but a core clinical priority in these cases is the management of the patient’s symptoms (3). Previous research suggests that in many settings, and for diverse conditions, the management of pain in the prehospital setting is less than optimal, and evidence-based guidelines (EBG) may assist EMS clinicians in choosing the most appropriate pharmacologic intervention to manage pain (1, 4). One of the first prehospital EBGs published using the National Prehospital EBG...
Model Process focused on analgesia in trauma (5, 6). Emerging evidence related to analgesics in prehospital and in-hospital settings, the need for clinical guidance related to pain management for non-traumatic conditions, and the significant controversy over the use of opioids due to the public health impact of the recent opioid epidemic highlight the need for an updated prehospital pain EBG (7). With this in mind, the development of a new EBG for prehospital pain management was supported in part by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Office of Emergency Medical Services (OEMS), and the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), Maternal and Child Health Bureau’s EMS for Children (EMSC) Program leveraging a strong collaboration between the National Association of EMS Physicians (NAEMSP), the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP), and the National Association of State Emergency Medical Services Officials (NASEMSO).

The overall objective of the project was to develop evidence-based guidelines for prehospital pain management (8). This manuscript describes the detailed methodology to develop these evidence-based recommendations. Included in this approach was leveraging the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system for rigorous evidence evaluation followed by a systematic approach for recommendation development.

Methods

Study Plan and Protocol

The objective of this study was to develop evidence-based recommendations and treatment guidelines for prehospital pain management. This was done by leveraging the previously completed work of a separately funded AHRQ systematic review and the expertise of a technical expert panel.

To facilitate the development of the evidence-based approach for prehospital pain management, NHTSA partnered with the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to identify the evidence related to prehospital pain management (8). A preceding systematic review was therefore funded by NHTSA through the Evidence Based Practices Center at AHRQ. The University of Connecticut Evidence Based Practice Center provided the systematic review through the AHRQ (PROSPERO ID# CRD42018114959), which has since been published (9).

This previous AHRQ systematic review was used as the first step in the development of the new EBG for prehospital pain management. In this previous review, a single robust search strategy, inclusive of various methods of prehospital pain management, was used to identify all available literature. Using a predefined analysis plan, 9 PICO (population, intervention, comparison, outcome) questions were generated and addressed with associated evidence collection and evidence comparison for commonly used prehospital pain medications (9). Each question was based upon the population of patients in acute moderate-to-severe pain in the prehospital setting. Interventions consisted of opioids, non-opioids, and combinations of opioids and ketamine (9). Comparisons were opioids to a non-opioid, combination of opioid plus ketamine to ketamine alone, a non-opioid to a different non-opioid, and opioids to a different opioid. Outcomes were coalesced into four key questions dichotomized into patient-centered outcomes (pain score, presence of pain, time to analgesic effect) and adverse events (hypotension, nausea, vomiting, respiratory depression) (9).

The project plan for the current analysis (Figure 1) included the use of a technical expert panel (TEP) identified by NASEMSO to develop the recommendations using the previous work conducted by the AHRQ. This TEP consisted of pain management experts, EMS physicians, EMS clinicians, EMS researchers, a pharmacologist, a patient advocate, and an evidence-based guideline methodologist to provide a holistic approach to guideline development. This panel evaluated the full scope of prehospital pain management and provided context so that recommendations could be developed. The TEP evaluated each of the nine PICO questions included in the previous AHRQ review and identified a specific gap surrounding pediatric pain management. The TEP then proposed and evaluated a number of pediatric specific PICO questions, and ultimately included one for consideration. From these ten included PICO questions, the TEP developed Summary of Findings tables generated from the previous AHRQ systematic reviews and those from reviews conducted by the panel. Additionally, the TEP conducted literature reviews to provide prehospital care context with
respect to the scope of the problem and cost-effectiveness, so that those considerations could be incorporated into the Summary of Findings tables. This process supported the formation of Evidence to Decision tables (EtD) leading to recommendations for implementation.

**Developing Summary of Findings Tables from Previous AHRQ Review**

The methods and procedures of the previous AHRQ systematic review are described elsewhere including the selection of abstracts, the detailed screening, full text reviews, and the tables generated (9). The previous AHRQ systematic review yielded 75 studies including 65 unique studies, with 52 of these being randomized controlled trials and 13 observational evaluations (9). Furthermore, the previous AHRQ systematic review provided graded strength of evidence analysis for PICO questions comparing opioids to non-opioids and opioids to a combination of opioid and non-opioids. Non-graded strength of evidence analysis was provided for non-opioids to a different non-opioid and for opioids compared to a different opioid (9). This grading process analyzed the included studies for inconsistency, imprecision, and indirectness, allowing for a certainty assessment to be generated.

To provide consistent data for the TEP members, strength of evidence grading was completed for all studies that informed PICO questions. This expanded on the previous AHRQ systematic review where not all PICO questions received grading of evidence. This process involved leveraging data from the previous AHRQ systematic review for graded PICO questions and conducting additional TEP grading for non-graded questions. All Summary of Findings tables were generated, including using strength of evidence analysis, and checked by two authors (ARP, JRP) using the GRADEPro Guideline Development Tool (GRADEPro GDT). Tables, including individual and pooled analysis as provided by the previous AHRQ review, were then presented to the TEP panel for review.

**Developing Additional Evidence Profile Tables for Pediatrics**

After thorough review of the included PICO questions, the TEP determined the previous AHRQ systematic review provided insufficient evidence to generate pain management recommendations for the unique prehospital needs of pediatric patients. Due to behavioral, social, and clinical differences, children infrequently receive prehospital pain management interventions (4, 10–12). The panel determined that pediatric-specific recommendations based on best-available pediatric-specific evidence were needed to improve the prehospital management of children with painful complaints.

All the pain management interventions considered by the TEP in the adult population have indications for use in children. The TEP had significant discussion on the differences in pain management between adult and pediatric patients and attempted to identify gaps that may require further evaluation. A number of topics were identified but the TEP chose to focus on the use of intranasal fentanyl in prehospital care since there was previous research that established the safety and efficacy of intranasal administration of fentanyl in children (13–16). After thorough discussion, the TEP determined that there was a need to obtain and evaluate the quality of evidence regarding “the comparative effectiveness (Outcome, defined key questions 1–4 in the previous AHRQ systematic review) of intranasal fentanyl (Intervention) versus intravenous morphine (Comparison) in the management of acute moderate-to-severe prehospital pain in children (Population)”.

To achieve the development of evidence necessary to address this new PICO question, a single study author (LRB) concurrently reviewed, evaluated, and graded existing published literature outside of the previous AHRQ review.
To identify relevant literature, PubMed was searched (1966 to March 2021) for study titles that contained search terms for only those in the ‘Child: birth–18 years’ category. Keywords included: ‘intranasal, fentanyl, and EMS’, ‘intranasal, fentanyl, and prehospital’, ‘fentanyl, pain, and EMS’, ‘fentanyl, pain, and prehospital’, ‘intranasal, fentanyl, and emergency’ and ‘intranasal and fentanyl.’ Included studies were those that were: conducted in humans, written in English, involved patients ≤18 years of age being managed for acute pain, used a pain severity scale, included pain severity as an outcome, involved monotherapy with intranasal fentanyl, and were either randomized controlled trials, prospective studies, or observational studies. Exclusion criteria included: case reports/series/commentaries, comparison to interventions other than IV morphine, and studies that were limited to specific diseases (i.e. sickle cell disease). Finally, to ensure complete capture of relevant studies, studies in available systematic reviews of pediatric intranasal fentanyl were reviewed (14, 17–20). Preference was given to studies that occurred in the acute care setting (i.e. prehospital or emergency department) but did not exclude in-hospital studies if they otherwise met inclusion criteria. Though this methodology did not have similar rigor to that conducted in the previous systematic review, the TEP placed high importance on the question and recognized the need for an evaluation within the bounds of the NHTSA work plan.

Identified studies were screened and the abstracts reviewed of literature that were without obvious exclusion criteria based on initial review. Studies listed under the “Similar Articles” heading on the PubMed site for each individual abstract were reviewed for inclusion. Ultimately, we included 11 published studies that met inclusion and exclusion criteria for the pediatric fentanyl question (Figure 2).

Following GRADE methodology, each of the included studies were reviewed based on study design, sample size, and study setting for risk of bias, inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision, and effect (21). Outcomes graded included pain severity across multiple time points, overall pain reduction, and adverse events associated with administration of study medications. Results of this evaluation were populated into a Summary of Findings table for review by the TEP.

**Applying a Systematic Method to Developing Recommendations**

Evidence to decision (EtD) tables were generated for each PICO question following the review of the Summary of Findings tables. This process involved review of the Summary of Findings tables, asynchronous member judging, and facilitated panel discussions to generate final consensus-based recommendations. EtD tables provided a structured approach to generating recommendations from evaluated PICO questions by making the criteria, evidence used to inform judgements, and the judgements themselves more explicit (22). The EtD frameworks were prepared using GRADEPro GDT. In accordance with the GRADE methodology, twelve criteria were used to inform each of the recommendations and included: problem, desirable effects, undesirable effects, certainty of evidence, values, balance of effects, resources required, certainty of evidence of required resources, cost effectiveness, equity, acceptability, and feasibility (22). Detailed explanations for each of the criteria can be found in the GRADE handbook (23).

To assist the TEP recommendation development, the EtD tables were populated with critical contextual information through a nonsystematic review of the relevant research evidence for each of the twelve criteria using PubMed. To supplement the literature search, the reference list of the previous AHRQ systematic review was also examined for relevant studies. If no evidence was found, it was noted, and any relevant information or assumptions used to make a judgment were included in the additional considerations section (22). The EtD tables were also populated with key messages for each of the twelve criteria with links containing more detailed information. The key messages were based on the research evidence and additional considerations found from the literature search. These messages were used to inform each of the judgements and provide structure to the facilitated discussion. Additional considerations were meant to augment, not lead, discussion regarding each PICO question.

Each TEP member asynchronously evaluated the generated Summary of Findings tables and contextual data in the EtD tables for each PICO. Specifically, each member of the TEP was asked to use both the research evidence and additional considerations to make a judgment about each of the 12 criteria. Any additional evidence used to inform the judgment was also recorded. This asynchronous data evaluation was conducted using the PanelVoice function of GRADEPro GDT.

After the asynchronous evaluation of evidence for each PICO question, a recommendation development meeting was conducted consisting of the full TEP and GRADE methodologist. During the meeting, a facilitated discussion led by the GRADE methodologist (author ESL) occurred for each of the twelve criteria until a unified judgment for each criterion was reached. Dissenting views about the judgment were respected and recorded in the EtD table. The discussion included considerations around the importance and implications of each of the criteria and their respective judgements. The panel then used these judgements to develop a draft recommendation with unanimous agreement for each PICO question. Any areas that required further review were identified and completed by a member of the panel.

**Results**

The work product described above was completed by the TEP panel from September 2020 to April 2021, supported by the staff of NASEMSO along with representation from NAEMSP and ACEP. A detailed description of the TEP and their conflicts of interest statements are included in the Recommendations manuscript. All TEP work was conducted electronically with regularly scheduled virtual meetings for Summary of Findings table review and EtD table generation.

The Summary of Findings tables were generated after review of the studies identified in the previous AHRQ
Question: Should opioids vs. ketamine be used for treatment of moderate to severe pain in the prehospital setting?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certainty assessment</th>
<th>No of patients</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Certainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain severity - 15 min</td>
<td>12 randomized trials</td>
<td>not serious</td>
<td>serious*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain severity - 30 min</td>
<td>12 randomized trials</td>
<td>not serious</td>
<td>serious*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain severity - 60 min</td>
<td>1 observational studies</td>
<td>not serious</td>
<td>serious*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Abbreviated summary of findings table for opioids vs. ketamine.

systematic review. However, in the previous AHRQ review, five PICO questions were graded while four PICO questions were ungraded, requiring the TEP to grade these studies. As an example, Figure 3 is an abbreviated Summary of Findings table for the outcome of pain severity for the comparison of IV opioids to IV ketamine. The rest of the outcomes for this PICO question, and all the other Summary of Findings tables, are available in Appendix 1. The evidence review and the associated Summary of Findings table for the pediatric review are also included in Appendix 1.

From the generated Summary of Findings tables, the TEP panel conducted asynchronous evaluations followed by a facilitated discussion with the methodologist. From these, the EtD tables were generated. Figure 4 is an example of one EtD table for the problem and desirable effects of the comparison of IV opioids to IV ketamine. All EtD tables are reported in Appendix 2.

All PICO questions were identified as being a problem worth investigating, with both desirable and undesirable effects spread out among questions. Certainty of evidence was primarily very low or low, leading to increased use of the selection “don’t know” among balance of effects and resources required. Uncertainty, via lack of studies found, impacted certainty of evidence of required resources and thereby cost effectiveness. Lack of data for decisions on equity also led to an increased judgement of “don’t know”. Feasibility was well represented, with the majority of judgements consisting of “yes” or “probably yes”. One strong and seven conditional recommendations were made, with two PICO questions lacking sufficient evidence to generate a recommendation. A separate manuscript contains the details of each recommendation (24).

Discussion

In this manuscript, we describe the rigorous methodology used to summarize the best available evidence for prehospital pain management, followed by generation of evidence based recommendations. We leveraged established EBG development techniques using the GRADE system, in conjunction with a rigorous systematic approach to developing treatment recommendations for prehospital pain management. Specifically, we utilized the PanelVoice function of the GRADEpro GDT for development of each treatment recommendation. This started with asynchronous review and judging by TEP members followed by a facilitated virtual group discussion for final treatment recommendation development. Through this process, we were able to minimize the TEP’s overall cognitive burden in managing each PICO question. This novel reduction was important because members were tasked with developing recommendations for 10 PICO questions, each with four key subquestions, and reviewing results of many detailed evidence evaluations over their time on the panel. This approach is a good model for the development of other prehospital EBGs for which the cognitive burden for the expert panel may be significant or face to face meetings impossible.

Many of the techniques used in this process are similar to other previously developed evidence-based guidelines. The GRADE system has been used by many other organizations including the International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation, the American Heart Association, and the American College of Chest Physicians (25–27). This has also been applied in prehospital care guidelines development (6, 28–31). In these previous guidelines, GRADE methodology was applied and Summary of Findings tables were generated by the expert panels assembled. This allowed for development of recommendations from these tables. However, none of these evaluations leveraged a systematic approach to recommendation development utilized in this study.

Specific to prehospital pain management, the GRADE methodology has been previously applied to a 2014 analysis of analgesia for trauma (6). In this evidence based guideline process, the authors assembled a panel of experts who then identified evidence related to their chosen PICO question. Contrasting this approach to the methodology used to generate our recommendations, the presence of a previous AHRQ systematic review and generation of evidence to decision tables increases the methodological rigor as well as improving process transparency.

This method has not been used in prehospital care but has demonstrated success in recommendation development...
in other areas (32). This technique allows for a level of guideline transparency which previously has not been available and allows for managing any competing interests that may exist (23). Further, it allows for future decision making in this area to understand the perspective, mindset, and motivations of this TEP with clear documentation of how the decisions were derived. Another additional benefit is that the use of asynchronous judging by panel members, with the ability to describe their position, enabled them to express views which may be in the minority with safety. This also helped the facilitator ensure that any minority voices were heard and were not lost by the impact of other influential members or ideas.

Limitations
There were several challenges which were faced in the process of developing these guidelines. First, all guideline activities due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic were done virtually and electronically. The TEP did not convene in-person and working relationships for this project were formed only through virtual meetings. It is possible that with a lack of familiarity or technological expertise with virtual meetings, panel members' opinions or voices may not have been heard. However, the use of PanelVoice in this process may have mitigated this effect. Second, due to the design of the previous AHRQ systematic review, the TEP was required to grade all the ungraded PICO questions evaluated. This was important since the TEP then had similar data to develop EtD tables for recommendations. It is also important to note that the previous AHRQ systematic review provided the original 9 PICO questions utilizing a highly inclusive single systematic review. This approach would mitigate any issues of potentially missing landmark articles. However, the data collection process for the 10th PICO question was a limited systematic review, potentially impacting the totality of included research. In addition, while the TEP was comprised of subject matter experts, a differently assembled TEP may have reached different conclusions based on the available data presented.

Through the evaluation done by the group, we discovered that there was a limited body of literature of high quality that directly addressed the prehospital questions evaluated by the TEP. Of the ten PICO questions addressed, only one had literature which had “moderate” certainty of evidence, while the rest were “low” or “very low” (Appendix 1). Much of what drove this level of certainty of evidence was the indirectness of the literature to prehospital care (e.g., studies conducted in the emergency department), and precision of the data. Further, in this process, pain was classified as moderate to severe without additional inclusion or exclusion criteria. This was necessary due to the mentioned indirectness and precision of data available in the prehospital setting but does place increased limitations on the recommendations offered. Finally, the age of 18 was used as a cutoff for the pediatric age range, which may fail to capture the nuances present in pain response for the range of pediatric populations.

Conclusion
In this evaluation, we have leveraged established EBG development techniques, the GRADE framework, in conjunction with a systematic process to develop treatment recommendations for prehospital pain management. This process
including asynchronous review and voting, facilitated discussion, and consideration of 12 contextual criteria areas that allowed for mitigation of many confounders and bias due to the use of virtual and electronic communication. Future guideline processes should consider this approach to increase transparency in the recommendation development processes.
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